ABSTRACT: Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a new research in the direction of communication network into System-on-Chip (SoC). Problems of traditional bus-based SoC can be solved and it will give the better communication requirements for SoC design. Efficient communication between devices of NoC are required, router are used for that. Router is the fundamental component of NoC. Arbiter is the important block of router, so performance of arbiter has an impact on router. In this paper, we have designed NoC router architecture by using dynamic adaptive arbiter. We can observe that the power consumption of NoC router using dynamic adaptive arbiter (DAA) is very low as compared to NoC router using round robin arbiter (RRA) along with high speed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional bus systems and point-to-point links are used as communication architecture has been proved to be a bottleneck that limits the scalability, reusability and reliability of System-on-Chip (SoC) in future. But these alternatives are not suitable for highly complex systems, so new approaches for intra-chip communication are adopted to achieve high performance in SoCs. Networks-on-chip (NoC) has been proposed as a new communication concept that satisfies requirement of the future SoC [5].

In On-chip interconnection network, NoC provides the technology which having routers that are used to connect processing elements. Through the on-chip network, the communication data of PEs are packetized and transferred. Router is the communication element of NoC, which has the important task of guiding and coordinating the data flow. Performance of NoC is mainly determined by the router and virtual-channel router is a better choice for NoC [4].

Input ports those are with heavy load can be authorized with high priority when they have requests to connect the output port, buffer slots for these heavy load input port will be decreased and the performance of the router can be improved. For this arbiter plays an important role to improve the performance of NoC router [5].

For the design of NoC router, fixed priority arbiter is used, but it has a problem of contention, starvation and head-of-line blocking which degrades the performance of NoC [1].

To solve the problem of contention and starvation, round robin arbiter (RRA) based on fixed priority is used. It gives an equal chance for each input port to access the output port and the starvation problem can be solved. But there is a problem of head-of-line blocking as fixed priority is used. So we have designed NoC router using dynamic adaptive arbiter (DAA) based on round robin mechanism, which can remove these problem. It can also reduce the power consumption of NoC router as it is major issue in designing and give high performance of NoC router.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. NoC Architecture

In networking technology to communicate the data within the chip, NoC is used. For transmission of data, all links in NoC can give the high level of parallelism and replace the shared buses or point-to-point dedicated wires.
communication architecture [1]. NoC has advantages of performance, reusability and scalability as compared to traditional bus-based architecture [5]. A typical NoC consists of part as: processing elements (PEs), network interfaces (NIs), and routers. Data is packetizing by NI before using the router backbone to traverse the NoC. To this NI each PE is attached NoC platforms may allow the design productivity to grow as fast as technology capabilities and may eventually close the design productivity gap [2].

B. Router Architecture

In design of NoC system, router is the key element. The router is used to forward an incoming packet to the destination resource in a packet switched network, either it is directly connected to it, or to forward the packet to another router connected to it. Therefore it is important that design of a NoC router should be simple as possible as implementation cost increases with an increase in the design complexity of a router [4]. The architecture of router is as shown in fig. 2.

It has Virtual channel, Arbiter, Crossbar. Virtual channel is a logical channel which is obtained when physical channel is divided into a multiple number of logical channels. Virtual channels have the advantages of flexibility, better channel utilization and improve network throughput and reduce the effect of blocking [1]. Arbiter receives requests from input buffers and allocates virtual channels according to requests and then gives grant signals to request initiators. It has the updated status of all the ports and which ports are free and also about those ports which are communicating with each other. Consider in a given period of time, there was many input ports that request for the same output or resource, the arbiter process the priorities among many different request inputs. It will release the output port which is connected to the crossbar once the last packet has completed transmission. So that other waiting packets could use the output by the arbitration of arbiter [7].

The arbiter is used to improve the connectivity between the input and output ports and used to determine the implementation sequence of the routing paths so as to solve the problem of conflicting requests of the input ports for the same output port [6]. A crossbar switch (also known as cross-point switch or matrix switch) is a switch which connects multiple inputs to multiple outputs in the form of matrix. The design of crossbar switch has 5 inputs and 5
outputs. On the basis of select lines generated by arbiter, crossbar makes the connections between input port and output port [4]. Input request are granted by the crossbar switch and request data is forwarded to data link, and then through data link, the request data is transmitted to the next hop router [8].

III. DESIGN OF NoC ROUTER USING ARBITER

NoC router consists of virtual channel, arbiter and crossbar. For high performance of router, design a improving routing algorithm that provides conflict-free paths between input port and output port and require efficient arbiter that authorizes the requiring input port based on good scheduling mechanism. So it plays vital role in the design of NoC router. We have designed NoC router using round robin arbiter (RRA) based on fixed priority and dynamic adaptive arbiter (DAA) based on round robin mechanism to improve total NoC router performance.

A. Design of NoC Router Using RRA

This design of NoC router is using round robin arbiter based on fixed priority. In this arbiter, round robin arbitration algorithm is used. A round robin arbiter has the basic concept of operation that request which was just severed should have the lowest priority on the next round of arbitration [7]. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the round robin arbiters. It has two barrel shifters, one simple arbiter and one shifter pointer coder [5].

As one input port is allowed to access the output port, contention is removed. High degree of fairness is given by arbiter with the agents by treating each input port fairly and guaranteeing fairness in scheduling. Because of that each input port gives an equal chance to access the output port and the starvation problem can be solved [1]. It has a problem of head-of-line blocking as fixed priority is used. This arbiter may degrade the efficiency for some input ports. It is a somewhat time-consuming and is mainly contributed by the input selector to grant the requests, which also finds critical path delay.

B. Design of NoC Router Using DAA

The design of NoC router is using DAA. It uses round robin mechanism for its operation. It can change the priority of input port dynamically as per the status of buffer. The input port having highest priority signal is assigned when the buffer signal is full. This input port occupies the desired output port, so buffer pressure of the input port is decreased and therefore the NoC performance can be improved. To remove the problem of starvation for low priority, it works on the concept of round robin mechanism, counter and comparator are also used. The counter is used to keep the record of
the number of controlling times for high priority input ports. If there is a chance of contention, arbiter determines the output sequence. Arbitration mechanisms allow only one input port to access the output port, so contention is removed. As per the buffer status of the input port, a dynamic priority is assigned for each input. So the problem of head-of-line blocking can be solved.

![Fig. 4 RTL view of NoC Router Using DAA](image)

**IV. SIMULATION RESULTS**

The NoC router using RRA is simulated as shown in fig. 5. RRA is based on fixed priority and highest priority is assigned to port 3. So the output port 3 is enabled.

![Fig. 5 Simulation Waveform of NoC Router Using RRA](image)

In fig. 6, simulation of NoC router using DAA is shown. DAA is based on round robin mechanism and change the priority dynamically as per the status of buffer. The port 3 is assigned with highest priority, so the output port 3 is enabled to access the input data.
The comparison of Table 1, NoC router using RRA and DAA is as shown. It shows the comparison of result parameters for NoC router using RRA and DAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoC Router using RRA</td>
<td>920μW</td>
<td>3.683ns</td>
<td>Slice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flip Flop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LUTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoC Router using DAA</td>
<td>110μW</td>
<td>3.683ns</td>
<td>Slice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flip Flop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of NoC Router using RRA & DAA

V. CONCLUSION

An efficient and high speed arbiter is needed for high performance of NoC router. The power consumption is also a critical issue for design of NoC router. In this paper, we have designed NoC router using RRA based on fixed priority and DAA based on round robin mechanism. NoC router using RRA having a problem of head-of-line blocking. So NoC router using DAA is used to solve the problem by changing the priority of input port dynamically as per the status of buffer. This decreases the number of buffer slots of the input port and it also reduced the power consumption. So using DAA, we observed that power consumption is very low as compared to NoC router using RRA along with high speed.
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